


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Vive floor alarm and sensor pad is designed to alert caregivers to potential 
falls or unwanted movement by sounding an alarm whenever pressure is 
applied to the mat. It can be placed next to any bed/chair or in a doorway 
to provide peace of mind by ensuring that no movement goes unnoticed. It 
measures 24” by 36” and is made of heavy-duty, slip resistant PVC. Protected by 
a one-year warranty.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

• 1x Universal Alarm

• 1x Floor Sensor Mat

• One-Year Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

Universal Alarm
•  1x 9V Battery Power (Not included)
•  4 Switches: Volume (High, Low, Silent), Tone (1,2,3 Tones), Delay Time (0S,3S,5S), 
    P/F (Sensor Pad, Floor Mat)
•  Nurse Call Input
•  AC Power Adaptor Input (Not included)
•  Sensor Pad Input
Floor Mat
•  Floor Mat Width: 24”
•  Floor Mat Length: 35”
•  Material: Slip Resistant PVC

WARNING

•  The universal alarm is designed to be used in conjunction with the Vive®    
    pressure sensor pads, together they create an Alert System; it is intended   
    only to alert the staff when a patient has risen from their bed or chair. Other    
    inventions may still be required for some people. 
•  This product is not a restraint and therefore will not stop a person from leaving   
    a bed, chair, wheelchair or room. Use your universal alarm in conjunction 
     with your facility’s fall management program. Alert systems are not a substitute  
    for proper nursing care. The effectiveness of the Alert System relies entirely 
    on an immediate response by the caregiver to the monitor’s alarm.
•  This product must be tested each time it is used to make sure it functions 
    properly.



•   Sensor pad must be centered on the chair to function properly.
•   Check the alarm and sensor pad before each use for functionality.
•   Keep the sensor pad flat at all times.
•   Do not use the sensor pad if it has been immersed in liquid.
•   Sensor Pad should be changed every year after the first recorded use date.
 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
                                                                                               

1. Remove product from carton and read instructions carefully before 
attempting to assembly the product. Small screwdriver is required for 
battery installation.

2. Use small screwdriver to remove the battery door from the back.
3. Insert one 9V battery into the battery compartment of the alarm, assuring 

the black strip is underneath the batter. Upon connecting the battery you 
will hear three audible beeps. Check for the correct placement of the 
battery.

4. Locate the four black switches inside the battery compartment. Starting 
from left to right, adjust the volume, tone, delay time, and P/F which means 
Sensor Pad or Floor Mat. Volume has three settings, top position is high, 
middle position low, and bottom is silent. The second switch is tone, switch 
from the 3 different tone types. The third switch is delay time, switch from 
zero seconds to three seconds or to five seconds. The fourth switch is the P/F 
switch which has two settings, switch to sensor pad or floor mat. In order for 
the floor mat to work properly move the P/F switch to the Floor Mat position. 

5. Fasten screw back to the battery door.
6. Attach the universal alarm to a wheelchair, chair, or bedside using the 

metal clip or other mounting options. Place universal alarm out of sight 
and reach of the patient. Make sure the patient cannot tamper with the 
cord or monitor.

7. Place the Floor Sensor Mat in the appropriate position at the side of the 
bed or any other desired floor space. Route the cord so the patient cannot 
tamper with it and is from from moving parts so it does not pinch the cable. 
Plug the end of the floor mat cable into the “Sensor Pad” input on the 
bottom of the universal alarm. It will be in monitoring mode and the “MON” 
light on the front of the universal alarm will blink green.

8. When the patient’s weight is placed on the floor mat, you will hear the alarm 
sound off to notify the caregiver. The “ALM” light on the universal 
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     alarm will blink red when this is occurring. To silence alarm, simply press the 
     “Hold” button on the side of the universal alarm. The “Hold” button feature 
     gives the caregiver 30 seconds to reposition the patient without activating   
     the alarm.

Note: If the floor mat is disconnected from the “sensor pad” input while in 
monitoring mode, the alarm will be activated.

UNIVERSAL ALARM RESET

To reset the universal alarm, simply press the side reset button and alarm will 
silence. The side button configuration makes it difficult for patients/residents to 
reset the monitor themselves.

INTEGRATED NURSE CALL

Plug one end of the Nurse Call cord into the “Nurse Call” input on the bottom of 
the universal alarm. Plug another end into “Nurse Call” interface on the wall. This 
allows direct notification from the universal alarm to the Nurse Call. Alarm noise 
in the room can be eliminated by adjusting the volume to zero.

TROUBLESHOOTING

1. If your system is not functioning properly, troubleshoot using the follow steps:
2. Verify your AC power adapter is plugged into the universal alarm and the 

wall. If you are not using the optional (not included) AC power adapter, 
confirm your batteries are not low by looking on the front of the universal 
alarm. If the “Battery Low” light is on then change your 9V battery with a new 
one.

3. Make sure the floor mat is properly plugged into the universal alarm.
4. Confirm the floor mat is within its product lifetime.
5. If issues persist, determine which piece of equipment is at faulty by taking 

the following steps:
       a. Take a working universal alarm and plug it into the suspected floor mat.
       b. If the system works properly, the problem is with the original alarm 
           monitor.
       c. If the system does not work properly, the problem is with the original mat.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

•  Use antibacterial wipes to clean the floor mat. 
•  Do not machine wash or submerge in liquid. 
•  Do not fold.



WARRANTY REGISTRATION

This product is guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects. We 
will replace or exchange any product that is defective to your complete 
satisfaction. This warranty extends one year from the purchase date, as long as 
the product has not been misused or abused.

To ensure your warranty, 
please register your product at 

www.vivehealth.com/register. 

Product Code: DMD1005







We sincerely appreciate your business.
We strive to provide you with the best 

quality products at great value.

If you have any questions please contact us. 

service@vivehealth.com

1-800-487-3808
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm EST


